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P O LY U R E T H A N E

VINYLTEX 853

THE PROFESSIONAL CHOICE IN TEXTURE

WHAT 853 VINYLTEX SATIN FINISH
WHERE PRIVATE HOME, CANBERRA ACT

VINYLTEX™ 853

THE PROFESSIONAL CHOICE.
Vinyltex™ Benefits:
THREE DEGRESS OF
COARSENESS
SUPER-FAST CURING
SAME HARDENERS AS
SPRAYTHANE™ 850

Part of the popular Spraythane™ 850 family,
Vinyltex™ 853 brings speed and texture together.
The Spraythane™ range combines the fastest curing times available with a vast
working temperature range, three gloss levels and textures, with the world’s most
sophisticated colour matching system. All this in an easy to use system that
spray painters, kitchen makers and shopfitters have loved since 1985.
And if you’re a designer or specifier, you’ll love the range of colours – more than
40,000 electronically recorded and growing.

The Allure of Texture

LESS PREPARATION
REQUIRED

Vinyltex™ adds a new dimension to surface finishing. With the added attraction
of texture, the range of three finishes (853 Vinyltex, 855 Rapid Back and 859
Computex) offers unique opportunities for designers and specifiers.

TOUGH, RESISTANT
FINISHING

Fast curing, Vinyltex™ offers the applicator fast turnaround and minimal preparation.
The addition of texture decreases preparation time by obsuring surface imperfections
and dust that would normally detract from a conventional finish.

Designed for All Temperatures
Think a fast-curing polyurethane will boil in tropical summers? Think again.
As part of the Spraythane family, Vinyltex™ was initially designed for use in a
Queensland summer under some of the most extreme conditions on the planet.
Combine these design requirements with three Part B hardeners that further
extend working temperatures, and you have a product that is effective from just
under 10˚C to more than 35˚C and high humidity.

Goes on Easy Without Thinning
Thousands of applicators can’t be wrong. With a simple 3:1 mixing ratio and
no required thinning, Vinyltex™ has benefited by countless hours of laboratory
testing to increase usability and application. If you want to waste less time mixing
and applying product, Vinyltex™ is the textured choice of professionals.

850 Spraythane. Same Features. Same Hardeners.
While Vinyltex™ offers the texture, 850 Spraythane offers the traditional solid colours
in three gloss levels with the same application features and set of hardeners.
The classic Gloss finish (95-100% gloss level) exhibits excellent gloss and definition
of image at blinding speed while the Satin (55-65%) and Matt finishes (25-35%)
offer the same exceptional features and speed with the allure of a flatter surface.
Learn more about Vinyltex™ 853 and all our other products at www.evic.com.au
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